1989 gmc sierra 1500 specs

There are three trims available: the , and The model designations have either a "C" or "K" in
front of them, which represent the truck's drivetrain. Rear-wheel drive trucks are denoted with a
"C," and four-wheel drive models are represented with a "K. This model is available with either a
6. Power is generated from a V-6 or diesel V-8 engine. The 4. The 6. The only available
transmission is a four-speed automatic with overdrive. The curb weight varies between 3, and 4,
pounds, depending on the Sierra's options, engine and trim. Powering the Sierra is the same
engine found in the , either a horsepower diesel V-8 or a horsepower V The truck's curb weight
starts at 3, pounds and maxes out at 4, pounds, depending on options. Offering the largest
payload and towing capacities in the Sierra lineup, power is supplied by one of two V-8 engines.
The first is a 6. The second is a 7. Available with an 8-foot bed, the Sierra has a curb weight
ranging between 4, and 5, pounds. The weights do not refer to the trucks themselves but the
maximum payload ratings. Justan Brandt became a journalist and writer who specializes in
automotive coverage in Had the truck maybe twelve years now, fell in love with the look of the
reg cab step side short box, so I've been doing a rolling restoration the last eight years or so.
Converted from auto to five speed manual and dropped in a stroker, dressed up with a March
pulley kit, QFT carburetor, MSD ignition, all the goodies. It doesn't handle that great on the
pavement, but it really moves in a straight line and it's great off road, mostly because of the
short wheel base, but it also has good height, even with stock suspension. Most all of the work
I've done has been optional; the original truck held up really well, the only major fail was the
rear differential, but that was after I up'd the horse power. I would recommend buying one as the
truck is very tough, is a lot of fun to drive, and turns a lot of heads for a pick up truck. Another
big plus for me was that it's very easy to work on and the parts OEM and performance
aftermarket were cheap and readily available. The only real complaint I have with it is the
suspension and handling on paved corners. Review Date: 18th May, The only thing I have
absolutely needed to change was the front end tie rod ends, ball joints etc. It's the regular cab
step side short box, and looks very mean for such a small truck. It is however a good off road
vehicle; the short wheelbase and high stance make it near unstoppable. Review Date: 29th
October, I haven't had it for to long, but just before this winter its started to stutter when you
first push the gas down, it sometimes stalls, I don't mean just driving like almost stomping
sometimes while driving I was wondering if anyone knew what it was I've changed all things like
spark plugs, air filter, all that and it stills does it, but that's the only thing that's gone wrong can
anyone help me there has it happens to yours??? Please help me its making me mad and I don't
want to spend a fortune just for some stupid mechanic to look at it Review Date: 13th April,
Check your spark plug wires. I owned a Chevy S and I had to replace them about every year. I
was told that for some reason this was a problem. It was worse when it was raining or very
damp out. The gas gage, or the in-tank fuel sensor is bad. The back-up lights do not work likely
due to a lazy clutch job in which the sensor's wiring were removed. The idle sounds high, but I
have not checked it. The overall design of the truck is aesthetically pleasing minus the fender
flares flat portions and ride height from the rear leaf springs. Comfort on the interior is decent. I
am 6'1" tall and the stick shift is just within the comfortable range while shifting to 5th gear. I
give it a low rating because I have a bench seat not not the bucket seats with the center
console, which I find to be much more comfortable. I also think the truck could use telescopic
steering to go with the tilt. It feels a bit close for my long arms. Anyone who is completely
comfortable driving that way likely has to lean foreward a lot to drop it into 5th gear. This truck
handles great for leaf springs, the struts are still good, I overload it, tow logs with it, while it is
loaded to capacity I also have run this baby into some huge r. I can't beat it up, and I am good at
beating up cars. Review Date: 16th November, Wheel bearing driver's side. Rear differential
rebuild. General Comments: Had the truck maybe twelve years now, fell in love with the look of
the reg cab step side short box, so I've been doing a rolling restoration the last eight years or
so. Comment on this review. Actions Fix the spelling and grammar Delete this review.
Summary: A fun little truck Faults: The original 5. General Comments: It's the regular cab step
side short box, and looks very mean for such a small truck. Summary: Great Faults: I haven't
had it for to long, but just before this winter its started to stutter when you first push the gas
down, it sometimes stalls, I don't mean just driving like almost stomping sometimes while
driving I was wondering if anyone knew what it was I've changed all things like spark plugs, air
filter, all that and it stills does it, but that's the only thing that's gone wrong can anyone help me
there has it happens to yours??? General Comments: Over all I like the truck its the best vehicle
I've had to tell the truth. E lifters, rings even pistons. Reply to this comment. Actions Fix the
spelling and grammar Delete this comment. Summary: I love my pickup. Faults: The gas gage,
or the in-tank fuel sensor is bad. General Comments: I have the "sport side" model. It is rear
wheel drive. Next Page of Reviews Write a Review. This truck is a two-family vehicle - first
owner was a man who bought it new and kept it for 22 years. He gave the truck to his

granddaughter and my late husband bought it from her in His plan was to restore the truck with
our son, 12 years old at the time, and give it to him when he turned My husband passed away
about 6 months after buying the truck with most of the work done and it has sat in the garage,
used occasionally to keep it healthy, since that time. My son is now 16 but is too tall to fit
comfortably in the truck so after all this time it needs to be sold. The truck is mechanically
sound - new muffler, shocks, minor engine work as needed, oil changed about miles ago. The
tires are new about miles on those, too. The truck was repainted in - some hail dents were
removed, otherwise no bodywork was needed, new wheels put on at that time, too. The interior
has new seat covers and new carpeting - the dash is in good shape, the door panels are
original. The truck is a non-smoking vehicle. The vehicle history report will show an accident
while granddaughter had it - minor front-end collision - no body damage to the truck, no body
repairs were needed when it was repainted. The truck runs well and looks great, but it is a used
vehicle, no warranty, sold as-is. Buyer is responsible for transporting the truck to their location.
Payment will be between our banks through wire-transfer to verify funds. Title is clean and
lien-free. Heads up! Highlighted items are for OEM wheels, the rest are replacement options.
Found a bug? Have a question about GMC Sierra wheel specs? Share your knowledge! WheelSize. Wheel fitment and tire size guide and knowledge base Last Update: Feb. Search Form for
vehicle model, tire size or rims Choose a tab below to get fitment data for your vehicle or to find
vehicles matching your criteria. By vehicle what wheels will fit your car By tire size what
vehicles use this tire size By rim size what vehicles use this rim size Add Wheel Size Widget to
your website New! Search by car make, year and model. Make Year Model. Wheel Size Widget
for your website! GMT [ It is measured in millimeters. Some factory wheels have a center bore
that matches exactly with the hub to reduce vibration by keeping the wheel centered. Rim width
in x rim diameter in J is mounting flange type. ET35 is positive offset of 35mm. It is vital not to
deviate too far from the offset of the wheel originally fitted to the vehicle. PCD is measured in
mm. See Alloy Wheel fitment information for GMC Sierra for other model years: Try our Wheel
Calculator Help us with our new project TiresVote. Submit tire review. Your email was
successfully sent. Notify about the error in selected text Add your data and comments Send us
the correct data Other. I bought a set of 17inch rims, 6 bolt, but they don't fit. For Sierra,It have
and Wondering if the adapters will push the wheels too far past the fender tho as much truck is
very low. Thanks for your time. Can you show the offset of your rims? The adapters will effect
the offset data. So,If your wheels offset too low,you need to put it. But,Normally,you needn't
that. For the fender,If the adapters are too much,wheels will past it. Hi,Mike,according to my
data. Yes,it can fit for. But you'd better cofirm the bolt pattern for Gmc with camper package
uses r16 this is not listed as an option on your trim levels. Wondering if i can put 17 inch wheels
rims on a gmc sierra sl 4x4. If so what stock year gms rims will fit and buggest tire size. Hi, Rita!
Thanks for the info, you are absolutely right about factory tires spec. We have updated data. I
have a Sierra with 70 17 7. How do I determine if the offset will work? It can show you the offset.
And whether the wheels offset worked,Please show the offset,I will help you check. Hey guys. I
have a sierra denali on stock 20's. What is the widest tire size I can fit on it without a leveling kit
or rubbing issues? I'm not looking for a taller tire, just wider. I follow a guy on IG who squeezed
45 20 on his. Granted it's lowered so the tire height coincided with the lack of wheel well space.
Any help would be greatly appreciated. I have a GMC sierra with the stock 17" rims. I want to put
some off road 20" rims but gmc told me I would need a leveling kit. Will the rims fit without any
changes to the level? I have o4 Chevy Silverado rwd want to achieve a 1" past flush using 16x8
rim what size backspacing and offset do I need same set up for 17x8? I have a 94 GMC Sierra
2wd. What is the widest tire I can get if I want to put 20 inch wheels on the truck if the truck is
stock height. And what type of lift and how high would you recommend if needed? Hi,Ken,yes,it
can fit for. You need same bolt pattern and similar offset. I have a gmc aeirra denali with the
stock 17s on it. Have a gmc sierra SLE 2wd found some takeoffs from gmc sierra 70 R18 will
they fit my sierra? Hi,Morley,Yes,18'' tire can fit for seirra ,But you also need 18'' rims and the
wheel specification should be same with the standard rims. Hi, My name is Glenn I had put on it
3 years ago. Will I be able to put stock 17s off an 09 Sierra z71 on a GMC Sierra z71 both 6 lug
just wondering about brake calipers. I had a Crew Cab with a tri-fold tonneau cover. It was the
short box. The tires on the 16 inch rim are to big yet they fit the back just not the front Can I still
use the rims and just get different tires? If so what kind of tires? Also is it possible to put the
tires on the 16' to my original 15' rim and they would fit or no? Upon visual inspection they
appear like thy might, but I wanted to make sure before I crank em down and call it good. Thank
you for your time. Will a 22 inch rim fit my Sierra K 4WD? Will the 22x9 rims not fit on Sierra
models older than ? The bolt pattern and lug size match. Will Can't seem to find answer
anywhere other than sellers saying they "should" work. If so how, is the. But,If you have that
car,you can find tire size on user book or check it on tires directly. And Yunkon also have 4WD

edition,Which wheel size is different from others. I suggest that you confirm your Sierra edition
firstly and then use website wheel search funcitons to confirm. I have a gmc sierra k sle with
75r16 tire size. Im looking for what the stock offset is. It does not show up on this sight for 97's.
I am trying to find the offset so i know what offset i need to put 17 inch rims on. Maybe its
because the truck was originally sold in Canada? So 31mm is little bigger for that,but you can
try it. It has tires on it but I have a set of that I want to put on the truck. Will one size up cause
any problems? Wheel- Size. Wheel fitment and tire size guide and knowledge base Last Update:
Feb. Search Form for vehicle model, tire size or rims Choose a tab below to get fitment data for
your vehicle or to find vehicles matching your criteria. By vehicle what wheels will fit your car
By tire size what vehicles use this tire size By rim size what vehicles use this rim size Add
Wheel Size Widget to your website New! Search by car make, year and model. Make Year Model.
Wheel Size Widget for your website! Pickup Regular Cab, 2d. Pickup Double Cab. Pickup Crew
Cab. Regular Cab, 2d. Extended Cab, 2d. Crew Cab. Pickup, 2d. See unfiltered comments Filter
comments by car generation:. New Comment System. Let me know what you think of the low
offset. It has been added. It is a 5 lug John. I have a sierra denali â€¦ Hey guys. I have a gmc â€¦
Hi, My name is Glenn It can fit for. And does your sierra current wheel is factory rims? If yes,It
can fit for. Both are 6 lug. Need help? Try our Wheel Calculator Help us with our new project
TiresVote. Submit tire review. User Account. Browse Rides. Follow Ride. Ride Info. No
Modifications Available. ConcreteCowboySR Nov 14, Load Post 1. Comment 0
rayburn royal parts diagram
2010 mercury milan manual
boat trailer lights kit
Photos 4 Share. To finish the look of the truck up I went with some fender flares that will match
the color of the truck. Finnaly the truck would be sent off to the painter to be painted a similar
blood metallic paint. Load Post 2. Comment 0 Photos 1 Share. Load Post 3. Comment 0 Photos
7 Share. This truck has been owned from day one by my grandfather and it has been lightly
used its whole life. With a strong 5. So, me being his grandson decided to take it and make it
look like something cool! Look at all the pictures to see how I got here. Load Post 4. Load Post
5. Load Post 6. Comment 0 Photos 5 Share. I decided to dig a little deeper a expose what I really
had to deal with. The fenders had a bit more rust than I thought. The door got a ding in it a few
year ago exposing some foam that produced rust in the passenger door After knocking out the
rust in the cab corner a little more rust showed up. Load Post 7. Load Post 8. Load Post 9. Load
Post Ride Comments 2 comments. Jump to Post.

